Spatial receptive fields of primary auditory cortical neurons in quiet and in the presence of continuous background noise.
Spatial receptive fields of primary auditory (AI) neurons were studied by delivering, binaurally, synthesized virtual-space signals via earphones to cats under barbiturate anesthesia. Signals were broadband or narrowband transients presented in quiet anechoic space or in acoustic space filled with uncorrelated continuous broadband noise. In the absence of background noise, AI virtual space receptive fields (VSRFs) are typically large, representing a quadrant or more of acoustic space. Within the receptive field, onset latency and firing strength form functional gradients. We hypothesized earlier that functional gradients in the receptive field provide information about sound-source direction. Previous studies indicated that spatial gradients could remain relatively constant across changes in signal intensity. In the current experiments we tested the hypothesis that directional sensitivity to a transient signal, as reflected in the gradient structure of VSRFs of AI neurons, is also retained in the presence of a continuous background noise. When background noise was introduced three major affects on VSRFs were observed. 1) The size of the VSRF was reduced, accompanied by a reduction of firing strength and lengthening of response latency for signals at an acoustic axis and on-lines of constant azimuth and elevation passing through the acoustic axis. These effects were monotonically related to the intensity of the background noise over a noise intensity range of approximately 30 dB. 2) The noise intensity-dependent changes in VSRFs were mirrored by the changes that occurred when the signal intensity was changed in signal-alone conditions. Thus adding background noise was equivalent to a shift in the threshold of a directional signal, and this shift was seen across the spatial receptive field. 3) The spatial gradients of response strength and latency remained evident over the range of background noise intensity that reduced spike count and lengthened onset latency. Those gradients along the azimuth that spanned the frontal midline tended to remain constant in slope and position in the face of increasing intensity of background noise. These findings are consistent with our hypothesis that, under background noise conditions, information that underlies directional acuity and accuracy is retained within the spatial receptive fields of an ensemble of AI neurons.